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Local News
 

Dear swordsmen, shield 
bearers casters, countrymen: 
 

A blight has befallen our barony, a       
blight that cannot be ignored, that could       
destroy us from within. 
 

The past years have been difficult ones.       
We are still reeling from war, famine,       
harsh winters, and ravenous brigands.     
Nothing has been easy or simple, and we        
have all lost those we care for. Yet, as a          
nation and barony, we prevail. We band       
together and hold strong through     
relentless trials. 
 

So when I, your Baroness Kaliara      
Bastille, tells you that something     
dangerous is coming, I beg your ears to        
listen. 
 

This blight I speak of has been       
whispered through the streets, murmured     
on the roads, and cursed of in the        
taverns. It is a parasite, an insect, that        
threatens our very existence. It hides      
within us, controlling us, and yet we go        
on with our lives, unaware. 
 

This bug, we believe, has come from deep        
below us. It infects any living thing:       
people, animals, monsters. And those     
that are infected will kill, infecting  

more. There is no end to the cycle. These         
parasites will continue to kill and infect       
until every living thing has been taken       
by it. 
 

So now, my fair and enduring citizens, it        
is time to stand up to this blight.It is         
our time to attack it at its source. We         
will crush it like a nest of wasps. 
 
This is a call to arms by your Baroness         
Kaliara Bastille. All able bodied with      
swords and spells are to report to the        
town of Ilveresh in the House Allidine       
on the twenty-first day of September at       
the noon. Together we will squash this       
infestation. 
 

 

Sanity Over Sobriety 
By Gerard Creekbend 
 
Greetings all loyal readers. I have a       
request of you. My name is Gerard       
Creekbend and I am a sheep farmer on        
the northwest edge of crossroads. Lately      
on my wanderings along my flock I have        
had the odd feeling that there is a new         
presence to the area. At dusk, when the        
lights are dimming, I have caught      
glimpses of a pair of green orbs flashing        
throughout the canopy and a few times       
my herd and I have  
been startled awake by the thunderous      
yet mournful howl of a being unknown.       
Now, as a shepherd, I rely on a stiff         
drink or two to help with my slumber,        
but maybe my latest bottle is a bit        
more than I am used to. Has anyone        
else seen these things? Please let me       
know. I’d hate to think the booze is        
getting the better of me. 
 
From the desk of the     
crossroads guard 
 
Attention all citizens and travellers, 
Please be on the look out for strange        
and unknown men as there has been a        
increase in horse and cattle thievery  
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through out the northwest region of the       
township. No descriptions of the suspects      
are available as of yet but be advised        
that they seem to be very stealthy and        
possibly seasoned veterans of this type      
of crime. Be aware, stay safe and arrive        
alive. 
 
Knoll Attacks on the Rise 
By Korra Stonebrooke 
 
Knolls have been attacking the town of       
Ilveresh lately in small bands. It is       

thought that these are    
just scouting parties   
for a larger group.    
They come in small    
groups, usually no   
more than three, and    
will attack other   
small groups of   
humans on the trails. 
 

They do not seem to be particularly       
different than normal knolls aside from  

one distinguishing feature: they have an      
ankh in mud on their chest. No reports        
have been made as to what this mark        
might signify. The knolls are likely from       
the same pack, or several packs are       
starting to forum an alliance. In any       
case, keep an eye ready for these       
dangerous canine-looking humanoids. If    
possible, inform the authorities if they      
are spotted and the Ilveresh Town      
Guard will track them back to the       
remainder of the pack. 
 
Fight or Blight 
 
A certain kind of necromancer has      
recently been plaguing nearby towns.     
Instead of raising humans, this     
necromancer is raising plants. It has      
been refereed to as a blight druid or        
blight necromancer. 
 
The blight druid can be especially      
dangerous. The trees it raises are very  

strong and difficult to kill. Some of the        
other plants, like rose bushes, will      
approach wildly, waving its branches.     
The rose bushes are not hearty, but be        
warned: all of the plants that the blight        
necromancer raises will explode in a      
cloud of disease once defeated. This has       
been known to kill several people      
already.  
 
The first blight necromancer that was      
apprehended and sentenced to death was      
a young women. Several Ilveresh     
residents, including Lord Fenric of     
House Chaos and local druid Basil of       
House Bein Amar. The necromancer     
was cornered in the ruins of Tribeland       
and dispatched. The Baroness Kaliara     
Bastille ordered the execution. 
 
Necromancy of any kind is illegal and       
subject to a punishment of death. If you        
see a blight necromancer or a tree or        
bush walking, be sure to contact local       
authorities immediately. 

 

Novashan News
 

A Private Gathering 
by Fred the Vermillion 
 
I have been traveling for many weeks       
now and finally made my way to       
Yardsmuth near the end of the last       
moon. Weary and dirty from the road, I        
made my way to the Stone River Inn, a         
nice little place renowned for its      
luxurious wines and quality food. I will       
admit it is a bit pricey for a man of my           
station, but I’d had some success in a        
recent game of chance and my purse was        
full enough to splurge on, not only good        
food, but a hot bath and feather       
mattress. 
 

As I approached the front door, I noticed        
the presence of two rather large      
gentlemen standing guard outside; not a      
usual occurrence I assure you. I      
recognized the pair; one was a kneebreak       
named Breck, not a person I had much  

care to deal with after that time I owed         
Hamish Court a bit of coin. I still        
have trouble putting the right amount of       
pressure on the stings when trying to       
play a high “C” on my lute. A man in my           
position can’t afford to be less than       
perfect if he wants to eat. The other was         
a fellow known as Lugosh, a strapping       
man that many claim has a bit of ogre         
in his lineage; a grandfather I’d guess..  
 

Breck eyed me with that look in his eye         
that made me want to run and froze me         
with fear at the same time. I could feel         
the depths of my stomach loosen      
dangerously. Lugosh however smiled    
when I approached and greeted me as an        
old friend. As I tried to walk past them         
and into the Inn, Lugosh reached his       
rather muscled and formidable arm in      
front to bar my passage. Upon inquiring       
I was informed that the  

Stone River Inn was closed for a       
private party. Out of reflex, my hands       
produced a couple of silver from nowhere      
and not being rude, I offered to share        
this amazing discovery with my friend.      
Lugosh barked a laugh that sounded      
like a pair of heavy stones falling atop        
a person’s head in spectacular fashion; a       
laugh that made me glad I could count        
him as a friend. My door charge was        
refused and I was directed to find       
another place to drink. 
  
Now I was curious, Lugosh had refused       
a few silver and something secretive was       
happening within the depths of the      
Stone River Inn. As I am curious by        
nature and a bit reckless when mysteries       
are involved I vowed then that I would        
discover why I had been asked to move        
along. I knew of a hidden access into the         
cellars of the inn; the fortuitous result       
of romancing a  
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rather fetching ale-girl who worked the      
Inn. It would mean crawling though      
some dark spaces and getting even      
dirtier, and spiders; pretty much all the       
things I detest. But not so much as        
unanswered questions 
 

It took no time at all until I crawled         
into the cellars and quietly made my       
way through a secret passage until I       
could spy everything within the common      
room. And behold in amazement I did.  
Gathered before the hearth were nearly a       
dozen highly placed individuals of a      
variety of nefarious organizations.    
Umber Thom of the Dark Claws; Potter       
Dread of the Iron Pact; Lady      
Nightingale; and even Ae’theic of House      
Dan’nan’nan. Something big was going     
on. 
 

Soon a man and woman were escorted       
in, obviously a couple by the way they        
stood. He looked calm and reserved and       
carried himself like a person used to       
being treated well. She looked like death       
made real, something about her exuded      
power and competence. It didn’t take long       
to realize this was the infamous Yeth       
couple, and I had stumbled into a deal        
that could change the balance of power       
in certain circles.  
 

I would like to say that things went  

smoothly, and for the most part they did.        
Unless you count the loud mouth      
Scotian who basically threatened to     
torture Yeth until he reveal his secrets.       
Yeth’s wife whispered a few words and a        
roiling ball of energy leapt from her       
hand and encased the Scotian, and over       
the next few minutes I saw him die in         
agonizing pain and no one lifted a finger        
to help. 
 

Eventually a price was agreed upon, a       
sum that would see me living in a        
comfortable retirement until my hair     
had faded gray and my fingers too       
gnarled to play and probably a dozen       
years past even then. 
 

As I slowly and quietly made my way        
out, no need to let attention be drawn to         
myself, I stopped in abject fear as I        
swear, Lady Yeth looked right to my       
hiding space. A soft smile crossed her       
lips and a gentle nod told me I was         
safe. So gentle readers, things are in       
motion in the lands of Novashan, and I,        
for one, look forward to seeing how they       
land.  
 
Have a Heart 
By Korra Stonebrooke 
 
The heartless elves have reportedly been      
defeated. The heartless elves have been  

attacking Ilveresh off and on for a few        
years. They arrived in force on last       
festival's Friday night, bringing with     
them the sound of an eerie heartbeat.       
The sound was thought to be controlling       
them since it was grow faster and       
stronger when the heartless attacked,     
and would stop when they disappeared. 
 
Three dwarfs that had escaped the      
heartless elves were able to provide      
some information to defeat them. They      
ran through town trying to escape and       
were detained briefly by knights in order       
to gather information. The dwarfs     
reported that many powerful elves had      
been turned heartless, including a parent      
of a local. The said their matriarch had        
been helping the heartless, but was      
killed suddenly with the rest of their       
clan. Out of fifty, they were the only        
ones to escape. The dwarfs were then       
handed off to Greywolf to find them a        
new clan. 
 
Along with heartless elves, there were      
reports of dwarfs that had been taken       
over and seemingly infused with extra      
hearts. These are thought to have been       
taken out of the elves and put inside the         
dwarfs. The purpose of this has not yet        
been discovered. 

From Our Readers
 

Your cards for the Month of      
September are: 
 
XVI The Tower, inverted 
 
XV The Devil 
 
Three of Swords, inverted 
 
The inverse Tower suggests a breakdown      
of internal structures, a collapse of all       
one thought was established. The wards      
and defenses one places between them      
and everything around them are     
suddenly and violently  
shaken up and taken down. 

Placing the Devil in the center of this        
reading shows that this breakdown may      
lead to confusion, doubt, arrogance, and      
fear. But even with all this, the Devil        
brings with him a gift: the ability to see         
beyond the facade and to understand the       
nature of appearances. 
 
The inverse Three of Swords ends this       
reading on a somber note. Being a card        
of disorder, confusion, and loss, the Three       
of Swords shows that the chaos of the        
Tower's collapse will take some time to       
dissipate, and some things may be lost       
forever. 
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My trip to Silver Hill. 
 
For personal reasons that I care not to        
share at this time, I ventured to the        
West and South beyond the mountains      
to visit a place called Blue 42, also        
known as Silver Hill by some of the        
locals. 
 
We arrived a few hours after mid-day       
and set camp on the traditional high       
ground. After giving the area a thorough       
raking we gathered kindling and dry      
wood for the fire, and then took a brief,         
but well-deserved rest. I found that      
being surrounded by the colorful saris      
and fine company made the change in       
scenery less foreign and much more      
comfortable. 
 
It is often advised that the first thing        
one should do when coming to a new        
town, or one you haven’t been to for some         
time, is that you visit the local tavern.        
The innkeeper graciously invited us in      
and offered to let us have a look around. 
 
The inn was surprisingly well-lit and      
pleasant, to say the least. Being early       
in the day, there were no patrons to        
bother my tour or for me to disturb. On         
the main floor there were a few round        
tables surrounded by chairs that not      
only had backs, but also arms. The       
second floor had ample sleeping quarters      
to accommodate about a dozen or so and        
had decent ventilation. 
 
Walls filled with useful and attractive      
items gave my darker past a flinch.       
There were so many engravable things. 
We shared a few songs and for some        
reason after a few drinks, I was       
convinced to share the tale of how I        
earned one of my less than polite       
sobriquets and became the Dar-father of      
the Half-Orc Nation. Due to the mixed       
company, many of the details were      
altered or omitted, though my tale did       
cause an Ylfshae lass to blush, perhaps       
“fume” is a better term, and a  

parcel of silent jaws dropped agape on       
those with more delicate sensibilities. 
 
Later in the evening, a group of       
self-proclaimed witch-hunters from   
some unkempt isle were aggressively     
searching for vampires and the like and       
causing quite a stir amongst the weary       
townfolk. It is a shame when one’s       
passion for a cause outwits one’s own       
sense.Do the ends ever justify the      
means? 
 
On the early morning before mid-day, we       
assisted a group of young recruits who       
were training to work together as a unit.        
The green-horns, as Master Greywolf     
would call them, didn’t fair too poorly,       
especially considering it was the first      
time most of them had ever attempted a        
formation, let alone seen Gypsies     
working together. 
 
For further incentive, the generous     
innkeeper offered a bounty to both sides       
for every opponent that was downed in       
training. Even outnumbered 2-to-1, the     
recruits were no match for us wily       
folk… even with an archer, a shieldman,       
and a bard bolstering them by singing       
encouragement. Shamefully, I was    
rather woefully unprepared for the     
exercise as my feet were only loosely       
covered by croc-skins. My boots were      
still soaked from the past evenings rain       
showers. 
 
Though rainy and a touch colder than I        
would have liked, visiting other lands      
remind me how much I cherish the       
relationships and challenges presented    
by living in Novashan. 
 

-Grendel of the Dawn 
 
Madame Ariella’s Mystic   
Visions 
 
All my life I have been plagued by        
visions of the past, present, and future.       
As Summer fades, my visions turn to  

images of dark portents that hint at       
things to come. 
 
Images of trees veined with frosty silver       
suggest that cold death is creeping. There       
is danger in the darkness. Avoid the       
depths of the forest. 
A dream of dogs, licking up black ichor        
that drips from a cracked jar plagues my        
dreams. Among the pack is a large,       
milky-eyed hound. I look into its eyes       
and they reflect my image back at me        
like a clouded mirror. 
 
Remember that things are not always      
as they seem. The things you search for        
may not come in the form you expect. The         
dark energies that plague us now will be        
followed closely by one with a positive       
aura and love will return to the world. 
 
The turtle totem and    
determination 

 
The wisdom of the turtle totem teaches       
us about determination and staying     
strong despite obstacles or distractions.     
This animal encourages those who have      
it as totem to listen deeply to their        
guidance and trust their path no matter       
what. 
It is a great helper for those who need         
to provide a steady effort and persistence.       
You can call on the wisdom of the        
turtle when you need help to sustain       
your efforts and succeed in a      
long-lasting endeavor. By analogy with     
the biological attributes of this animal      
characterized by a long life, this spirit 
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animal is also associated with     
longevity. 
 
If you have the turtle as spirit animal,        
you may be inclined to base your       
decisions on a deliberate process of      
reviews and considerations. It may     
sometimes take you longer than most to       
make your move, but the results tend to        
be long-lasting and solid. 
 
To Autumn 
by John Keats 
 
Season of mists and mellow     
fruitfulness! 

Close bosom-friend of the maturing      
sun; 
Conspiring with him how to load and       
bless 

With fruit the vines that round the        
thatch-eaves run; 
To bend with apples the mossed cottage       
trees, 

And fill all fruit with ripeness to the         
core; 

To swell the gourd, and plump the        
hazel shells 

With a sweet kernel; to set budding       
more, And still more, later flowers for       
the bees, 

Until they think warm days will       
never cease, 

For Summer has o'erbrimmed their      
clammy cells. 
 
 
Who hath not seen thee oft amid thy        
store? 

Sometimes whoever seeks abroad may      
find 
Thee sitting careless on a granary floor, 

Thy hair soft-lifted by the winnowing       
wind, 
Or on a half-reaped furrow sound      
asleep, 

Drowsed with the fume of poppies,       
while thy hook 

Spares the next swath and all its        
twinèd flowers; 
And sometimes like a gleaner thou dost       
keep 
   Steady thy laden head across a brook; 
   Or by a cider-press, with patient look, 

Thou watchest the last oozings      
hours by hours. 
 
 
Where are the songs of Spring? Ay,       
where are they? 

Think not of them, thou hast thy        
music too, - 
While barred clouds bloom the     
soft-dying day, 

And touch the stubble-plains with      
rosy hue; 
Then in a wailful choir the small gnats        
mourn 
   Among the river sallows, borne aloft 

Or sinking as the light wind lives        
or dies; 
And full-grown lambs loud bleat from      
hilly bourn; 

Hedge-crickets sing; and now with      
treble soft 

The redbreast whistles from a      
garden-croft; 

And gathering swallows twitter in      
the skies. 

 

Help Wanted
 

Open Editorial 
by Durnoc Hughes, near Crossroads 
 
I was taught to be respectful of my        
superiors; to show deference to the wiser       
man; and never hold back what I had to         
say if it was the truth. With that in         
mind I want to know who I’m supposed        
to talk to about getting a problem dealt        
with. 
 

About a fortnight ago, I was woken by        
some noises coming from my barn. I       
could tell right away it was something       
bigger than a fox trying to mess around        
with one of my sheep. I’m not a coward;         
I served my duty several times when       
called up by the crown. I fought against        
the Tommarian invaders, had no trouble      
going back into action against the      
Stormlord, where I lost my  

arm, and even strapped my sword back       
on during the Shadow problems a few       
years back. I’m loyal and willing to give        
my life for what my Lord orders and        
what I know is right.  
 

So I went out to my barn, my sword         
held firmly in my hand to scare       
whatever was there away. I was shocked       
by what I found. In my barn were three         
of the meanest looking Hobgoblins I      
had ever seen, and I’d seen my share        
fighting against the Stormlord. 
 

Right away I knew these weren’t part of        
that tribe, they had different markings;      
like a clench fist that also looked like a         
skull. They were surprised to see a       
one-armed man with a sword burst into       
the barn, but not surprised  

enough to drop the sheep they had over       
their shoulders. Before I could do      
anything one of them spoke some      
magical words and I found myself      
covered from head to toe in spider webs.        
Right then and there I thought I was a         
done for. But they walked out with all        
my sheep; a dozen nice sheep! After a few         
minutes the webs dissolved and I was       
free. 
 

The next day I went to talk to some         
ofthe other nearby farmsteads and found      
out that they’d all been raided the night        
before. No one had been hurt, a couple of         
children had been frightened pretty bad,      
and everyone was missing some     
livestock. 
 

So what I want to know is who is         
going to deal with this? Which one of 
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the nearest Lords is going to send some        
trained troops to make it safe for us        
common folk? Because I know     
Hobgoblins, and once the livestock is      
gone, they’ll be coming after the folk as        
food 
 
LAND FOR THOSE   
WILLING TO FIGHT 
 
The Arban is looking to award land to        
those willing to fight in the Light       
Infantry Forward Army for Five Years. 
All abled bodied Men, Elves, Dwarves,      
Half-Ogres, and legal half breeds will      
be enlisted into the Arban Light      
Infantry Forward Army upon    
application at any Arban outpost.     
Applicants will be measured by the  

merits of soldiery. Completion of a term       
of service entitles a soldier to two acres        
of land. All arms and food provided.  
 
General Lord Protector Bear Temur,     
High Marshall of Ashan 
 
Mstislav Vladmirovich, Ilvaresh Post    
Commander 
 
Lost; Our loves 
 
OH WOAH IS US! OH PLEASE      
WILL YOU HELP US FIND     
OUR LOST LOVES? Okay, deep     
breath. And this…this ale!!! Beatrice     
and Veronica, where are you!? We have       
lost our dearest loves and will pay       
those who find them quite handsomely.  

And will definitely toast to their health.       
And to their wealth. And to prosperity.       
And to good times. And to forgetting the        
bad times. And to the seasons changing.       
And to new friends. And to old friends.        
But anyways. We are looking for some       
travelers that want to see the world to        
help us. If you’ve seen a lot of the world          
already, this probably won’t be for you.       
We will definitely be waiting for you at        
the Inn in Crossroads. Aufwiedersehen! 
 
Hans AND LANS! 
 
If you would like to submit articles to        
the Mystic Quill, please send them to       
quill@kanar.org Every article helps keep     
our citizens informed! 

 

Out of Character News and Events
 

The GM is looking to update the       
monster book. Old Game Masters and      
Theme Marshals, please send in     
monster stats to the current GM, Matt       
Tatosky, at gm@kanar.org 
 

 
 
The next scheduled Building and Land      
workday is October 4th. The top      
priorities are currently underbrush,    
thorn bush, vine, and deadfall removal.      
All items except wood are to be removed        
from field and put in the dumpster. The        
current goal is to clear ten feet from the         
side of trails and open areas. 
 

 
 
Kanar t-shirts are now available for      
purchase! Your purchase will help fund      
this Winter Feast. White shirts are      
available for $20, but if you would like        
to bring your own shirt to get printed,        
it's only $10! But we can print more        
than shirts. Sweatshirts, hoodies,    
pillowcases! All you have to do is bring        
it in clean and we'll print it! Please see         
Jen (Baroness Kali) to get your shirt  

printed. Help make our Winter Feast      
great with Kanar swag! 
 

 
 
Playmaster 1: Nathan Niemi 
Playmaster 2: Leigh Jouppi 
PM Staff: Dan Weiler 
PM Staff: Neil Kiernan 
PM Staff: Brian Fields 
PM Staff: Tim Schafer 
PM Staff: James Fragomeni 
PM Staff: Brandon Burns 
 
My name is Nathan Niemi and I was        
appointed to the position as Play      
Master First for Kanar. I look forward       
to serving the membership and guiding      
us through this staff transition. 
If you have questions, please ask. It is        
best to put the question or concern in        
written form or sent as an email, so        
that it is less likely to be forgotten. 
 
A friendly reminder: every weapon that      
enters field must be checked and approved       
every event. If you are unable to find a         
Marshal before you go on-field,     
immediately locate one  

on-field and request that they "Appraise      
the weapon for quality" prior to using or        
letting others use the physical     
representation. 
 
If a weapon breaks during combat, call       
a hold and remove the weapon from       
game play. That weapon is unsafe and       
should no longer be used until it is        
repaired. 
 
During each hold, players should check      
their weapons for tears or breakage. If       
either is noted, the weapon is considered       
broken in character and must be removed       
from combat. It is not to be used in         
combat until it is repaired. 
 

 
 
Quartermaster Announcements 
A list of requested items for donation       
has been posted on the Book of Faces        
group. 
 
If you hadn’t heard QM can reward       
players with 100 XP per person per year.        
You can receive XP through donation      
items, attending work days, or  
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odd jobs. 
 
XP is awarded on a ½ scale of the items          
worth. If you donate $100 worth of       
materials you will receive 50 XP      
however if the item requires work to be        
brought up to standard or use, XP will        
be deducted from the total to reflect the        
time and material needed to repair or       
alter the donation. 
 
If you are interested in earning XP, but        
are unable to donate $ or materials       
there will be other events and project       
that will have an XP reward that will        
be discussed in the future. 
 
If you have made a donation your       
information has been submitted to the      
CBD. 
 
Work on the Make-Up and Garb Look       
Book has begun along with itemizing      
each piece of garb and props.  
 
When checking out items please check to       
see if it has an item number, if so  

write it down in the correct area. 
 
A special thank you to everyone who has        
attended our work days, and to the QM        
staff Kaitlin Bereczky, Kiri Brasseur,     
and Tashina Obrecht. 

 
 
The new Quartermaster Staff had a      
look book workday on September 7th.      
Unfortunately we were competing with a      
brand new convention run by one of our        
members, but the workday went     
fantastically! We took some awesome     
how-to pictures, and the staff is      
currently going through them to compile      
a step-by-step instruction. We would     
like to thank all those that attended our        
workday, you did an amazing job. The       
Quartermaster Staff will continue to     
keep upcoming workdays posted on the      
Kanar Facebook pages. We invite our      
members to attend and help whenever      
possible. 
 
--The Quartermaster Staff 
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